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We give a new version of a theorem proved by Bohnenblust and we deduce from
it, in a direct way from a common background, several questions over characteriza-
tion of positive homogeneous functionals. Some of them generalize earlier proved
results related to L p-norms. Also we obtain a result related to the equality in the
Holder inequality. Q 2000 Academic Press¨
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1 , Bohnenblust proved that if f is any function which satisfies
Ž .certain conditions over the quadrant s G 0, t G 0 of the s, t -plane then
there exists a real number p ) 1 such that
1rpp pf s, t s s q t for all s G 0, t G 0.Ž . Ž .
Using this he showed that if E is a P-space, i.e., a partially ordered
normed linear space with the property ‘‘there exists a function G of two
variables such that
5 5 5 5 5 5 < < < <x q y s G x , y for all x , y g E, x n y s 0,’’Ž .
1 This work was supported by CONICOR and Universidad Nacional de Rıo Cuarto.´
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and E has dimension greater than or equal to three, then there exists a
real number p, 1 F p F ‘ such that
5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 p < < < <x q y s x q y for all x , y g E, x n y s 0.
Our main purpose in this article is to prove a new version of this result and
to show that one can obtain, from a common background, several interest-
ing consequences. Some of them extend previous results over the charac-
terization of Luxemburg or Orlicz norms which verify certain properties
w x Ž .2 . More precisely, we prove that if V, A, m is a non-atomic, s-finite,
and infinite measure space and r is a Luxemburg or Orlicz norm such that
for some function h,
r x q x s h r x , r xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .A B A B
for all disjoint sets A and B of positive and finite measure, then there
w . p w xexist p g 1, ‘ such that the Orlicz space is the L space. In 2 Baron
Ž . Ž p p.1r pand Hudzik considered the case h s, t s s q t .
Others generalize results related to characterization of positive homoge-
w x Ž .neous functionals 3, 4 . Here we prove that if V, A, m is a measure space
w .with at least two disjoint sets of finite and positive measure, m, f, c : 0, ‘
w .“ 0, ‘ are functions with certain properties and F is a functional
defined over the set of nonnegative simple functions with support of finite
measure by
F f s c f f dm ,Ž . Ž .Hž /
V
Ž . Ž . Ž .then F af s m a F f for all nonnegative simple functions f and non-
negative real numbers a if and only if m, c , and f are power functions.
To prove it we have considered different assumptions for the functions m,
w xf, and c than those considered in 5 by Matkowski and Pycia.
Finally, as a third consequence we obtain a result related to the equality
Ž .in the Holder inequality. In fact, given a measure space V, A, m with at¨
w . w .least two disjoint sets of finite and positive measure, f, c : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘
Ž .strictly increasing bijective functions and p, q g 0, ‘ , we prove that if the
equality
< < y1 < < y1 < <fg dm s f f f dm c c g dmŽ . Ž .H H Hž / ž /
V V V
< < p < < qholds for all nonnegative simple functions g and f s c g , a.e., with
some constant c, then f and c are conjugate power functions.
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2. AN EXTENDED VERSION OF A
BOHNENBLUST THEOREM
w xThe following theorem is proved in 1 .
THEOREM 1. Let f be any function defined o¤er the quadrant s, t G 0 of
Ž .the s, t -plane, which satisfies the following conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a f rs, rt s rf s, t for any s, t, r G 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b f s, t F f s , t for any s G s G 0, t G t G 0.1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .c f s, t s f t, s for any s, t G 0.
Ž . Ž .d f 0, 1 s 1.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . .e f s, f t, u s f f s, t , u for any s, t, u G 0.
Then there exists p, 0 - p F ‘ such that
1rpp pf s, t s s q t .Ž . Ž .
Ž .  4When p s ‘ the last expression means f s, t s max s, t .
Let E be an ordered partially linear space which is a lattice; i.e., E is a
linear space with a partial order such that:
Ž .a x F y implies x q z F y q z for every x, y, z g E.
Ž .b ax G 0 for every x G 0 in E and every nonnegative real a.
Ž .c For all x, y g E there exists a least upper bound x k y and a
greatest lower bound x n y.
< < < < < < Ž .Let x, y g E. If x n y s 0, where x s x k yx , we will say that x and
w .y are orthogonal. Given a nonnull functional F: E “ 0, ‘ , we will say
Ž . Ž . < < < <that F is monotone if it verifies F x F F y , whenever x F y . If F is
Ž . Ž < <. w . w .monotone, clearly F x s F x . Let m be a function of 0, ‘ onto 0, ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with m s s 0 only for s s 0. If F satisfies F rx s m r F x for every
x g E and every nonnegative real r, we will say that F is m homogeneous.
Ž .Observe that if F is a m homogeneous monotone functional then m r G 1
Ž .for r G 1 and F 0 s 0. As a consequence of Theorem 1 we obtain:
THEOREM 2. Let E be an ordered partially linear space which is a lattice
and let L ; E be a cone. Let S be a subset of L such that if x, y g S are
w .orthogonal then x q y g S. Let F: L “ 0, ‘ be a m homogeneous mono-
tone functional such that for all triples s , s , s of nonnegati¤e real numbers1 2 3
Ž .there are elements x , x , x in S mutually orthogonal with F x s s , j s1 2 3 j j
1, 2, 3. Suppose that there is a two ¤ariables function h such that
F x q y s h F x , F y for all orthogonal x , y g S. 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Then there exists p, 0 - p F ‘ such that
p p p
F x q y s F x q F y for all orthogonal x , y g S. 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. For s G 0, t G 0, we define
f s, t [ F x q y ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where F x s s, F y s t, and x, y belong to S and are orthogonal. The
Ž . Ž . Ž .function f is well defined. In fact, if we have also F x s F x , F y s1
Ž . Ž . Ž .F y , where x , y are orthogonal elements in S, we get by 1 F x q y1 1 1
Ž .s F x q y . Next, we see that f verifies the conditions of Theorem 1.1 1
Ž .Given s G 0, t G 0, r G 0, let r G 0 and x, y be such that s s F x ,1
Ž . Ž .t s F y , m r s r, and x, y are orthogonal elements in S. Since F is m1
Ž . Ž . Ž .homogeneous, we have rs s F r x and rt s F r y . Therefore f rs, rt s1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .F r x q r y s rf s, t . So, f satisfies the condition a .1 1
Ž . Ž .Now, let s ) s, F x s s, F y s t. Let r be a real number such that1
Ž . Ž .m r s s rs; then r G 1 and F rx s s . Since F is monotone and rx q y1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .is greater than or equal to x q y, we have f s , t s F rx q y G F x q y1
Ž . Ž .s f s, t . Thus f satisfies b .
Ž .The property c is obvious.
Ž . Ž .Let s, t, u be nonnegative real numbers. Suppose that F x s s, F y s
Ž .t, and F z s u, where x, y, z are mutually orthogonal elements in S.
Ž . Ž .Since x and y q z are orthogonal elements in S and F y q z s f t, u we
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . .obtain f s, f t, u s F x q y q z . Therefore F s, f t, u s f f s, t , u ,
Ž .which implies d .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, f 0, 1 s F x where F x s 1. So f satisfies e .
Now the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 1.
3. THREE CONSEQUENCES
Ž .In this section we assume that V, A, m is a measure space, E is the
Ž .space of all equivalence classes of m-measurable real functions on V
with the usual order, and L is the set of nonnegative simple functions
with support of finite measure.
Ž .I As a first consequence of Theorem 2, we generalize a result
w x pproved in 2 over a property characterizing the L spaces.
w .A monotone norm over L will be a functional r : L “ 0, ‘ which has
Ž . Ž . < < < <the usual properties of a norm and satisfies r f F r g if f F g . We
will denote by x the characteristic function of set A.A
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Ž .THEOREM 3. Let V, A, m be a non-atomic, s-finite, and infinite mea-
w .sure space. Let r : L “ 0, ‘ be a monotone norm. Suppose that for some
w . w .two ¤ariables function h and a function g of 0, ‘ onto 0, ‘ we ha¤e
r x q x s h r x , r x 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A B A B
for all disjoint sets A, B g A of finite measure and
r x s g m A 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A
Ž .for all A g A, m A - ‘. Then there exist real numbers p G 1 and c ) 0
such that
p p p
r x q x s r x q r xŽ . Ž . Ž .A B A B
and
1r pg s s cs for all s g 0, ‘ .Ž . .
 Ž . 4Proof. Let S [ x : A g A, m A - ‘ . Clearly, if x , x g S areA A B
Ž . Ž Ž ..orthogonal then x q x g S. Since r x s g m A for all A g A,A B A
Ž . w .m A - ‘ where g is a function onto 0, ‘ , the assumptions over the
measure space imply that for all triples s , s , s of nonnegative real1 2 3
numbers, there are functions x , x , x g S mutually orthogonal such that1 2 3
Ž .r x s s , j s 1, 2, 3.j j
Ž .Since the norm is positive homogeneous and monotone, the property 3
Ž . Ž .implies that the functional F x s r x is a m homogeneous monotone
Ž .functional for m s s s and it verifies over S the hypothesis of Theorem 2.
Ž . p Ž . p Ž . pThus there exists p, 0 - p F ‘ such that r x q y s r x q r y
Ž . p Ž . p Ž Ž . Ž .. pfor orthogonal elements x, y g S. As r x q r y F r x q r y ,
clearly it must be p G 1.
We observe that p - ‘. Otherwise, we have for disjoint sets A, B g A,
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Ž Ž . Ž ..  Ž Ž ..r x q x s max r x , r x or g m A q m B s max g m A ,A B A B
Ž Ž ..4 Ž .  Ž . Ž .4g m B . Thus g a q b s max g a , g b for all a, b g R. Therefore g
is a constant, which is a contradiction.
Ž . Ž .Let a s m A , b s m B be with A l B s B. Then
p p
g a q b s r x q xŽ . Ž .A B
p ps r x q r xŽ . Ž .A B 5Ž .
p ps g a q g b .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Since in 5 a and b are arbitrary and g is a nondecreasing function, it
follows that g p is an additive nondecreasing function. Then there is a
pŽ . p w .constant c ) 0 such that g s s c s for s g 0, ‘ . This concludes the
proof.
w xThe next corollary generalizes the main result in 2 .
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Ž .COROLLARY 4. Let V, A, m be a measure space as in Theorem 3. Let r
be the Luxemburg norm or Orlicz norm. If f is the con¤ex associated function
Ž .to them ¤anishing only at zero and r satisfies 3 for some two ¤ariable
Ž . pfunction h, then there are real numbers c ) 0 and p G 1 such that f s s cs
for all s G 0. In consequence, r is the L p norm.
Ž .Proof. If A g A, 0 - m A - ‘ we have
1 1
y1r x s and r x s m A cŽ . Ž . Ž .A Ay1 ž /m Af 1rm A Ž .Ž .Ž .
for the Luxemburg norm and the Orlicz norm, respectively, where c is the
w x Ž .complementary function of f in the sense of Young 2 . So, r satisfies 4
w . w .for a nondecreasing function g of 0, ‘ onto 0, ‘ . Further both norms
are monotone; then by Theorem 3 there are real numbers k ) 0 and
p G 1 such that
1 1
1r p y1 1r ps ks or sc s ks ,1y1 ž /sf Ž .s
for all s G 0. Thus
p q1 1
p qf s s s or c s s sŽ . Ž .ž / ž /k k
for all s G 0, where q is the conjugate of p. In consequence we obtain in
Ž . pany case for some real number c ) 0 and p G 1 that f s s cs for all
s G 0. Thus r is the L p-norm.
Corollary 4 cannot be extended to any monotone norm. There are
p Ž . Ž .monotone norms different from the L -norm which verify 3 and 4 as
the following example shows.
Ž . w .EXAMPLE. Let V, A, m be with V s 0, ‘ , let A be the s-algebra of
w .the Lebesgue measurable subsets of 0, ‘ , and let m be the Lebesgue
measure. Let f be a decreasing nonnegative locally integrable function, f :
w . w . Ž w0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ and 1 F q - ‘. We consider the Lorentz norm see 6,
x .p. 23 for definition and notations
1rq
‘ q
5 5r f s f [ f t f * t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .f , q Hž /0
where f * is the decreasing rearrangement of the function f defined on
w . Ž . Ž mŽ A. Ž . .1r q0, ‘ . If f s x then f * s x . So, r x s H f t dt . IfA w A 00, mŽ A..
Ž . Ž . Žqr p.y1 Ž .we take f t s qrp t with p G q we observe that r x sA
Ž .1r p Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž p p.1r p Ž .m A , which implies 3 and 4 for h s, t s s q t and g s s
Ž s Ž . .1r q pH f t dt . Further r is monotone; however, it is not a L -norm.0
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Ž .II Now, we will give another application of Theorem 2. It general-
w x w x w xizes earlier results of Zaanen 3 and Wnuk 4 . In 5 Matkowski and Pycia
also gave a generalization of these works with a different hypothesis than
w . w .those considered here. We consider functions m, c , f : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ with
Ž . Ž .f 0 s c 0 s 0 and f nonnull. Let F be the functional defined over L
by
F f s c f f dm .Ž . Ž .Hž /
V
Ž .THEOREM 5. Let V, A, m be a measure space with at least two disjoint
sets of finite and positi¤e measure. Suppose that c is a strictly increasing
function and m is a nondecreasing and onto function. Then F is a m
homogeneous positi¤e functional if and only if there exist real numbers
p, q ) 0 such that
m s s sq , f s s f 1 s p q , c s s c 1 s1r p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. See the necessary condition. Let S s L . Then S is closed under
addition. Let f , g and f , g be two pairs of orthogonal elements in L .1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose that F f s F f and F g s F g . Since c is injective, we1 1
have that
f f dm s f f dm and g dm s g dm.Ž . Ž .H H H H1 1
V V V V
Therefore
F f q g s c f f q g dmŽ . Ž .Hž /
V
s c f f dm q f g dmŽ . Ž .H Hž /
V V
s c f f dm q f g dmŽ . Ž .H H1 1ž /
V V
s c f f q g dm s F f q g .Ž . Ž .H 1 1 1 1ž /
V
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Then we obtain for some function h, F f q g s h F f , F g , for every
Ž .orthogonal f , g g L . As f is nonnull is easy to see that F x ) 0 ifA
Ž .0 - m A - ‘.
First we assume that in A there are at least three disjoint sets of finite
and positive measure, say A , A , and A .1 2 3
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Given a triple s , s , s of positive real numbers, let t be positive real1 2 3 j
Ž . Ž .numbers such that s s m t F x and x s t x for j s 1, 2, 3. Clearlyj j A j j Aj j
Ž .x , x , and x are mutually orthogonal and satisfy F x s s for j s 1, 2, 3.1 2 3 j j
w . w .We show that f is a nondecreasing function of 0, ‘ onto 0, ‘ . In fact,
w . w . Ž .given t g 0, ‘ and letting A g A, s g 0, ‘ be with 0 - m A - ‘ and
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž ..m s s c tm A rc H f x dm , we have F sx s c tm A . ThusV A A
Ž . w .f s s t. Next we see that f is a nondecreasing function. Let s, t g 0, ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..be such that f s - f t . then c m A f s - c m A f t , which im-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .plies F sx - F tx . Thus m s - m t which implies s - t.A A
As c and f are nondecreasing functions we have that F is a monotone
Žfunctional. So, by Theorem 2 there exists p, 0 - p F ‘ such that F f q
. p Ž . p Ž . pg s F f q F g . Now p - ‘. On the other hand, taking f s ax , gA1
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4s bx , a ) 0, b ) 0, we get c s q t s max c s , c t , where s sA2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f a m A , t s f b m A , which is a contradiction. Given s, t ) 0, let1 2
Ž . Ž .f , g g L be orthogonal such that H f f dm s s and H f g dm s t.V V
Ž . p Ž . p Ž . p pThus c s q t s c s q c t , for every s, t ) 0. Since c is an in-
creasing additive function, we have
c s s c 1 s1r p for every s G 0. 6Ž . Ž . Ž .
On the other hand, the equality
m rs F x s F rsx s m r F sx s m r m s F xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A A
for every r, s ) 0 implies that m is multiplicative. Since m is nondecreas-
Ž . qing monotone, then there exists a real number q ) 0 such that m s s s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for every s ) 0. The equality F rx s m r F x for 0 - m A - ‘ andA A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . p Ž . p q6 imply that f r s f 1 m r s f 1 r , for every r G 0.
Finally we consider the case that A has only two disjoint sets of positive
measure and is finite. We show that this case reduces to that considered
above. L can be identified with the quadrant x G 0, x G 0 in R2 and1 2
F x , x s c a f x q a f x , a , a ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
Ž Ž .. q Ž . 1r qSince F satisfies F r x , x s r F x , x and the function c is1 2 1 2
Ž Ž ..strictly increasing we can assume w.l.g. that q s 1. Note that c a f x s1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..F x, 0 s xF 1, 0 s xc a f 1 . As all multiples of c give a positive1
Ž Ž ..homogeneous functional, we can assume w.l.g. c a f 1 s 1. Under this1
assumption, a f s cy1. For x , x , x nonnegative real numbers we de-1 1 2 3
fine the positive homogeneous functional
H x , x , x s F F x , x , xŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2 3 1 2 3
s c a f c a f x q a f x q a f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .1 1 1 2 2 2 3
s c a f x q a f x q a f x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 2 3
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This functional is of the form considered before and now we have three
disjoint sets of measure positive and finite. Therefore the theorem follows
from the previous case.
The reciprocal is clear.
w xRemark. This theorem was proved in 5 by Matkowski and Pycia using
other’s hypotheses. They assumed that c and f are bijective and some
others conditions of regularity.
Ž .III It is well known that in the Holder inequality¨
1rp 1rq
p q< < < < < <fg dm F f dm g dm ,H H Hž / ž /
V V V
where p and q are conjugate numbers, the equality holds if and only if for
< < p < < qsome constant c, f s c g a.e. Our proposal is to prove the converse.
More precisely we have:
Ž .THEOREM 6. Let V, A, m be a measure space with at least two disjoint
w . w .sets of measure finite and positi¤e and let c , f : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ be strictly
increasing bijecti¤e functions. Let p and q be positi¤e real numbers. If the
equality
< < y1 < < y1 < <fg dm s f f f dm c c g dm 7Ž .Ž . Ž ..H H Hž / ž /
V V V
< < p < < qholds whene¤er g g L and f s c g , a.e., for some constant c, then f
and c are conjugate power functions. Moreo¤er, if p and q are conjugate
numbers then
p qf s s f 1 s , c s s c 1 s for all s g 0, ‘ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .
and if p s q then
2 2f s s f 1 s , c s s c 1 s for all s g 0, ‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .
qr p Ž .Proof. Let g g L be nonnull and c ) 0. If f s cg from 7 follows
that
c g Žqr p.q1 dm s fy1 f cg qr p dm cy1 c g dm . 8Ž . Ž .Ž .H H Hž / ž /
V V V
Ž .In particular, if we take c s 1 in 8 and multiply both members of the new
expression by c we get
c g Žqr p.q1 dm s cfy1 f g qr p dm cy1 c g dm . 9Ž . Ž .Ž .H H Hž / ž /
V V V
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Ž . Ž .From 8 and 9 we obtain
fy1 f cg qr p dm s cfy1 f g qr p dm . 10Ž .Ž . Ž .H Hž / ž /
V V
Ž . y1Ž Ž . .Thus the functional defined by F g [ f H f g dm for g g L satis-V
Ž .fies the hypothesis of Theorem 5 with m s s s; then there exists a
y1Ž . y1Ž . 1r ¤positive real number ¤ such that f s s f 1 s . Analogously we
y1Ž . y1Ž . 1r ucan find a positive real number u such that c s s c 1 s .
Ž .Let A , A g A be subsets of finite and positive measure and m A /1 2 1
Ž . Ž .m A . Consider in 7 , f s g s x for j s 1, 2. So we get2 j j A j
Ž . Ž .1r¤ q 1ru
m A s Km A , j s 1, 2, 11Ž .Ž . Ž .j j
y1Ž . y1Ž . Ž .1r ¤ Ž .1r u Ž .where K s f 1 c 1 f 1 c 1 . From 11 we have
Ž . Ž .1r¤ q 1ru
m A m AŽ . Ž .1 1s .ž /m A m AŽ . Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž .Since m A / m A we obtain that u and ¤ are conjugate numbers. In1 2
Ž . < < ¤ < < uthese conditions we know that 7 holds if and only if f s c g for some
¤ pconstant c ) 0. Therefore, s . Since u and ¤ are conjugate numbersu q
we get
p q
¤ s q 1 and u s q 1. 12Ž .
q p
pSuppose now that p and q are conjugate numbers; then we have p s q 1q
qand q s q 1. Thus ¤ s p and u s q.p
Ž .Finally, if p s q we obtain from 12 p s q s 2.
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